
Fluid Administration

Everything in order 

New labeling concept for IV systems



The new labeling concept: typical B. Braun ...

Expiration date (year/month)    
Date of manufacture
Batch number
Reference number
Pharmacentral number
Kind of sterilization: gamma 
radiation [R] or ethylene oxide 
[EO] gas

Instructions for use and additional infor-
mation are printed on a separate package 
insert that is packed in the shipping box.
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The hierarchical presentation of information on the packaging makes it quicker and easier for the 
user to � nd the right products.
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The new identity of IV administration sets: 
basic principles 

User benefi ts:

 Clear and easy visual identifica-
tion to distinguish between 
different IV set types.

 Informatively structured peel 
packaging.

 Modern labeling of all IV systems 
made from ”a single source“.

At a glance: recognition and identifi cation 
of the right set
The large number of di� erent products stored in 
hospital wards and warehouses can make it di�  cult 
to distinguish and select the right product, especially 
if you are under time pressure. Inadvertent product 
mix-ups can happen. To solve this problem and sim-
plify the use of B. Braun IV sets, we have developed 
a new labeling concept that gives each set “a face 
of its own“. The new B. Braun labeling concept helps 
hospital sta�  select the right product quickly and 
intuitively.

Pressure infusion sets

 Intrafix® Primeline Classic
 Intrafix® Primeline Comfort
 Intrafix® Primeline I.S. 
 Intrafix® SafeSet
 Infusomat® Tubing

Space line infusion sets

 Original Infusomat® Line
 Infusomat® Space Line

Special sets

 CytoSet®

Gravity infusion sets

 Intrafix® SafeSet 
 Intrafix® SafeSet I.S.
 Intrafix® Air
 Exadrop®
 Dosifix®
 Medifix®

Blood transfusion sets

 Sangofix® Air
 Sangofix® ES
 Sangofix® B
 Microbarrier
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Vertically-printed papers utilizing 
both sides.

Essential features of the set con� gu-
ration.

Variable production data.

Intended use in country languages as 
well as additional remarks [registrati-
on, address of importers, etc.].

B. Braun logo – the indicator for the 
peel-o�  side.

Product brand plus set type.

Product line di� erentiated by color- 
coded bar.

Bolus volume of 1 m tubing under 
pressure.

Additional product characteristics, 
e.g. tubing length. 

Free of pyrogens.
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Di� erentiation of product variations 
containing a back-check valve by a stripe of 
white triangles in a colored bar.

Free of DEHP phthalates.
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“Grüner Punkt” – the symbol for recy-
clebale synthetic waste. In Germany 
only!

For explanation of icons, see 
separate lea¤ et.

Pressure resistant 2 bar/15 min.
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The new packaging concept – 
elaborated for daily use

Example of a shipping box for IV sets.
Detailed instructions for use including 
feature explanations, pump compatibility, etc.
One by-pack lea¤ et in each shipping box. 
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Comfortable peel opening for the set 
packaging. 


